replacement spindles and universal joint assemblies for multiple spindle drill heads and machines

Multi-Drill can supply replacement adjustable arm spindles assemblies, slip spindles, universal joint assemblies and single universal joints to fit most make multiple spindle drill heads and machines. When requesting quotation and delivery information please furnish the following information:

- Make and model number of the multiple head that you require parts for.
- Part # (if known) of parts required.
- What parts are required
  1. Adjustable arm spindle assembly
  2. Slip spindle assembly
  3. Universal joint assembly
  4. Single end universal joint
- Quantity required

...OR simply send us a sample of what you need replaced.

---

**STANDARD DUTY ADJUSTABLE ARM SPINDLE ASSEMBLY**

Length, width, thickness and spindle end to suit requirements.

**HEAVY DUTY ADJUSTABLE ARM SPINDLE ASSEMBLY**

Length, width, thickness and spindle end to suit requirements.

**STANDARD DUTY SLIP SPINDLE**

**HEAVY DUTY SLIP SPINDLE**

**PLAIN UNIVERSAL JOINT ASSEMBLY**

Diameter, bore and length to suit your application. Joints can be furnished with hex, keyway, bored or blank ends (solid).

**BOOTED UNIVERSAL JOINT ASSEMBLY**

Diameter, bore and length to suit your application. Joints can be furnished with hex, keyway, bored or blank ends (solid).

**PLAIN SINGLE UNIVERSAL JOINT**

**BOOTED SINGLE UNIVERSAL JOINT**

www.commandermultidrill.com